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Chapter I: The Intro
Men love to talk more than we would like to be known. It’s not so much to gossip, it’s to discuss life. We
love to discuss world events, our likes/dislikes, our fears, our careers, and a whole bunch of other stuff.
We feel comfortable amongst our own, to build through hearing other’s struggles and how they overcame
obstacles. Sometimes, we can’t talk this way with women, not even family. I know the same can be said
for women too. The minds of men are very complex. We have a firm grasp of logic, yet scenarios play
throughout our head daily, hourly, every second. We second guess and third guess ourselves. We Monday
morning quarterback the decisions we make. We aspire to be successful, while fearing failure. It’s pretty
crazy if I do say so myself.

Do you ever wish you were a fly on the wall, inconspicuously chilling in the corner, listening to
conversations between people? We know that all of us utilize filters in our day-to-day interactions. You
rarely see someone 100% candid unless they are amongst individuals that they know they be candid with
sans judgment. I appreciate candid thoughts, and wish I could hear more from interesting people. Imagine
if Barack Obama was your homeboy (and not just in your mind), and you can ask him what he REALLY
thinks about race in America, his political opponents, and the job of President now that he’s in the Oval
Office. What I wouldn’t give to crack open a bottle of the finest VSOP Hennessy, turn up the hip hop on
blast, and just chill on the stoop with him and get the real and not politics as usual. I’m sure you have
people in mind (famous or otherwise) with which you hold the same desire to hear candid thoughts
(Hennessy not included).

This e-book is designed to make you a modern day Animagus, giving you the ability to transform into the
proverbial fly on the wall, and hear my candid thoughts. These are thoughts amassed over my years of
existence. I explore certain topics I’m passionate about, topics I haven’t discussed before, and topics for
which women would love to have candid answers. To be honest, I didn’t know what direction this book
would take or where I wanted to go. When in doubt, I write and worry about the rest later. My goal is to
make the cohesion of the writing stronger than the ambition of the writing. If it is, then I would have
succeeded. Typing this intro, I’ve already succeeded.
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Chapter II: The Ultimate
Measure of Man
What does it mean to be a man? Against what or whom do men measure themselves? How do you know
whether or not you are a man? These are questions I would ask the men in my life (dad, uncles, cousins),
and I was given different answers. Perception, life situations, and history have shaped these men's vision
in different ways, yet their different viewpoints measure a divided thought process in society on what
defines a man. Growing up, I saw different aspects of life that I perceived to be manhood.

I always saw financial stability as a sign of manhood. Men were supposed to be the providers, and money
is a direct means to that end. All I ever heard growing up was the importance of saving money, having
good credit, paying off debt, and paying bills on time. I didn’t lead a privileged life, so I unfortunately
lived through the consequences of not adhering to those warnings. We went moments without heat
because we couldn’t afford it that month. There were scrambles to pay light (the electric bill), cable, and
other utilities. I learned that the perception is that men have the means to survive, or they know how to get
it if they don’t, by any means necessary. Fortunately, we didn’t succumb to the “other side”, and we
found legal ways to pay our bills.

I had a turbulent financial history during my early years in college. I had charged-off credit card and cell
phone bills, and it wasn’t until I started working for bill collectors (cue irony) that I understood the
ramifications of horrible credit, and finally worked my way to a 700+ credit score. I had to work on my
savings, but I felt accomplished that I was able to pay bills, manage debt, and have good credit. Was I a
man yet? Not quite. I knew there were other defining measurements to compare and contrast with my life.

My grandmother would stress the importance of school, and becoming successful. As a Haitian
immigrant, the values of hard work were never overlooked by her. She would remind me on a daily basis
that “You have to get good grades if you want to get a good job! You get a good job and have a wife and
you’ll be very good! I pray every day for you to get one!” So, not only did I have my parents and
grandparents hopes to live up to, but I also had the burden of an entire celestial plane rooting for me to
succeed! I always wondered: “Is this how the President felt about his position”?

So I excelled in school, got the grades, attended a great University, and was able to land a job at a
premiere company. The formula for success is imperfect however, and I always struggle with the notion
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of success. Where others consider me successful, I still feel I have many accolades and goals yet to
accomplish. I did know that I was on the right path. So success has to be the ultimate measure of a man,
but that’s not it either.

Of course there are the superficial signs of manhood, like killing the nasty bugs that women fear. I had a
supervisor who would call me into her office anytime there was a creepy crawly that entered her airspace
and ask me to “take care of it” in her best elevated mob boss voice. We’re also expected to be tough,
strong, and in control of our emotions. Some men take crying, or emotional, as signs of weakness. I say
that a man who knows his limits is more complete. You know your threshold, and can surpass it to
become a better you. You can also have a comprehensive view of all world situations, seen from the eyes
of the emotionless, and the emotional. While some of these stereotypical measures of men are accurate,
it’s more than that.

I see a lot of young men having children and proclaiming ‘I’m a man now!” because they assisted in
bringing a new life into the world. As men mature, experience life, and begin to build a family, they see
that certain responsibilities become theirs. I had a friend once hold a forum for high school boys on this
very subject. He spoke about this subject, and how he thought that fatherhood made him a man...but he
was sadly mistaken. It’s easy to have sex, it’s hard to be a father, but there’s more to being a man then
procreation.

For those men who don’t get married or have children, they still have their own separate burden. They
have to assume a leadership role and “make something out of themselves”. They have to carry themselves
with respect, do the right things, be dependable, and everything above. The perception of men is that we
own these moments and learn from any and all mistakes. So building a family and taking ownership of
responsibility sounds good, but it’s not that either.

My frat brother Martin Luther King Jr. had a great quote about manhood:

“The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but
where he stands at times of challenge and controversy.”
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To me, this sums up the topic perfectly. You can be the most financially stable, successful, family
oriented man, but if you fold under pressure, are you really a man? If you don’t learn from your mistakes,
accept challenges, stand for what you believe in (whether the opinion is popular or not), and articulate
your viewpoints for all to understand, then how do you truly measure up to any other man? Material items
and a few goals accomplished will never mask the true nature of a human being. Your true colors shine
through eventually.

My father epitomized the above quote. He didn’t always succeed. He dealt with various demons in his
life, and lost many battles with them. His health was ailing him as he got older, and yet he rarely let you
see him sweat. I didn’t even know the full extent to how real his life was until I was 18. He led by
example. He told me he never did drugs or drank alcohol. I knew he was a college graduate, but he got his
degree when he was older. He supported me, and set the bar for me to exceed. Once I found out about the
trials and tribulations he went through in his life, it made me respect him even more. He didn’t want to
discuss his mistakes because he didn’t want to seem flawed. Instead, he wanted me to see him as a
success and be better. He passed away before I could ever articulate this, but he is even more of a success
in my eyes. He overcame odds, and although he struggled, he stood strong till the end. I hope in my life
that I can be half the man he was, and make him proud. That was my model for a man. A great man and
role model, whom I’m very blessed to have in my life.

I will always feel like I can be in a better position financially and career wise. I’ve failed my family
before. I’ve faltered on responsibilities before. No one is perfect, but I do my best to meet challenges head
on, accept the consequences, assume responsibility, and mentor other men younger or in a position less
fortunate than me. That’s my idea of what a man, and society, ultimately measures him against.
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Chapter III: Damn Homie...
Everyone remembers their time in school. This was the most significant time in our adolescent lives. We
spent a majority of our time in elementary, junior high / primary school, and high school. I can remember
the tests, the playgrounds, the fights, the teachers, and most importantly, the friends I made. School was a
more socially dynamic version of the old medieval caste system. You had the popular kids, the nerds, the
bullies, the jocks, the pretty girls, the hustlers, and everyone else. We all had socially or scholastically
awkward moments in our early schooling years. Times where we were king and when we were pawns.
Throughout all of this, there were always the most popular “top of the food chain” individuals who you
secretly cursed for being more live than you. For attaining a certain status that you craved, or praise that
you may not receive or may deserve. You hated on them, but strove to be better than them all at the same
time. In high school yearbooks, they were the “most likely to succeed” & “most likely to be famous”
people. They were the most athletic, the most aesthetically pleasing, and the most charismatic individuals
in the school. These were the dudes who may look down upon you because you weren’t them. They found
it easy to tease and talk as if they would never have any real issues. Everyone wanted to be them, and you
knew that their hot streak would continue way after we all graduated. No doubt about it!

I randomly thought about this as I got in my car one random Wednesday afternoon and drove myself to
the gym. It was one of those days that I was dead tired, and didn’t want to be bothered by fitness. Since
I’m committed to the cause, I had to stop bitchin’ and proceed. I zone out on the drive, because I know
the way by heart and at this point, it’s like I drive on autopilot. I thought back to my time in elementary
school when I was shorter, plumper, probably smarter (lol), and envious of dudes whom I thought were in
a better social light than I ever was. I got taller and thinner in high school, kept the intelligence, but was
more concerned with sports and books to really worry about being popular. In fact I knew a LOT of
people in high school, was cool in all circles, but never considered myself one of the cool kids. Maybe I
was low key cool? No clue. I was intelligent enough to realize that those who were popular and
considered attractive had their position, and instead of being like everyone else who tried to supplant
them, I would heed my uncle’s words “focus on your school now, everything else will follow. You don’t
need the extra distractions! It doesn’t matter now anyway. Trust me!” So I stood and cheered while those
other fellows starred, and focused on me. I focused on graduating JR High and High School. I focused on
the future, while letting those individuals who were on the top of the social caste system live.

Anyway, as I was driving, getting closer to my gym, I thought about the cool kids, popular dudes, and the
prettiest chicks. I thought about how far I came since those early years, and even since college, and how
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I’ve grown in all areas of life. I swear this reminisce moment was like 5 minutes tops. I could genuinely
say that when I ran through it in my head, that I was pleased with my accomplishments, while craving
more. I stopped at a red light and waited at the intersection before my gym. I glance over to my left,
looking inside of a popular fast food chain, and the vision that struck me was shocking. A dude that I
knew from high school was working behind the counter! Now, he wasn’t the manager or owner of the
place, he was an actual employee! Uniform on, scowl on his grill, and giving off an aura that every
minute he was there absolutely sucked!

This blew me away because he was one of the popular dudes in my school. The dudes who all the girls
wanted to get with, and all the guys respected. It was a foregone conclusion that he would be famous,
rich, successful, and every other favorable adjective you can bestow upon an individual. We didn’t keep
in contact after school, but it was clear to see that the mighty had fallen. Now, this is in no means meant
to throw shade at anyone who works in these types of locations. Earning an honest living is
commendable. However, knowing the kids and their potential, hearing the same “I’m not working 60 hour
weeks for you to be flipping burgers in some fast food joint” speeches from their parents, and witnessing
their success at an early age, I expected much more out of them, and to see them in that way... Let’s just
say the incomparable Christopher Wallace once had a famous saying about temporary success and
magical little people who love the color green.

I always wondered what the hell happened. Was their popularity and success in those early years a
facade? Were they in no better shape than us “common folk”? Did success come easy to them and when
they were out of that small bowl, they couldn’t swim with the bigger fishes in the ocean we call “The
Real World”? Did they forget the skills they learned and applied in junior high and high school, tried to
switch it up, and failed miserably? I have no clue. I do know that this is the problem with potential: The
allure of the “possible” is more appealing than the road it takes to make it “tangible” Think about the
NBA draft, and all the potential coming from college, high school, and even overseas. All of these kids
have a dream that they will be big stars in the NBA. NBA execs have high hopes that the kids they draft
will turn out to be valuable assets for their team. They were big stars on the high school, college, and
European platform, so naturally they should translate to the NBA game. Well that’s why they play the
games, and that’s why you have draft steals, and draft busts.

Then you have the players who were solid in college, and who worked on their games to ascend into
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marquee players. I consider myself to be in this category. I had a lot to work on, but got into college and
the real world, and with my experiences and observations, applied those lessons to my day-to-day life and
shaped up nicely. I wasn’t the most poppin’ dudes in high school or junior high, but I heeded my uncle’s
words, focused on myself and my studies, and worried about the “other stuff” later on when it mattered.
I’ll always bug out when I see a woman who in high school was top of the line, now look regular, broke
down, and sorry. I’ll always be a little surprised when I see a dude who had LeBron James and Peyton
Manning potential years ago, look like Greg Oden or Ryan Leaf in the present.

We will go through life wondering why certain people attain success and we don’t. Why certain people
are seen as the “next big thing” while we are “just ok”. Perception is reality, and while we can’t always
control what people perceive, we can control our effort and determination. We can control our belief in
self. We can control how we analyze ourselves, learn from our mistakes, and become better. Remember
that potential energy needs a catalyst in order to be released as kinetic energy. Otherwise, the energy will
remain latent. Those men and women, who years ago were seen as potentially great, have fallen short
now. Maybe in those early years, we were just great potential, and the true catalyst emerged once we
reach the real world. It was enacted for some, and dormant for others. No matter what scientific and
logical sense I try to make out of it, I still remain shocked. Shocked that as I continue that same mundane
drive to the gym, I will look over into that fast food restaurant, and see a dude that I once envied. A dude
that I once thought would be more successful than me. A dude that looked down at times upon the less
popular, now in a fast food joint, taking shots instead of shot calling.
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Friend is a term that I see thrown around carelessly on a daily basis. I think that as children, we are
ingrained with the notion that friend should be used in a broad sense. Anyone that you didn’t hate, but
knew randomly, was a friend. As we grow older and experience these so-called friends disappoint,
deceive, and diminish their value to us, we realize that friend needs to have a deeper connotation. Many
of these “friends” are actually associates or acquaintances. Some people still will use friend in a broad
sense, and may even ask what the difference between the two terms? Well no worries, I’m here to help!
Here are a few ways to know the difference between a friend and an associate.

Coworkers vs. Friends
This one has some gray area. Most of the time, you see your coworkers more than your own family. You
all spend enough time with one another. You get to know them better, understand their likes and dislikes,
and have a grasp on their personality. This might cause you to consider these people friends, but answer
this: Can you bring your coworkers around your current non-work friends and not feel uncomfortable? If
you can’t then they are strictly coworkers, nothing more. If you feel the need to separate your coworkers
from your life outside the workplace, then they are far from friends!

The Test of Time
I’m blessed to have great friends in my life. The older we get, I realize that we can’t just hang on the
block, passing the time talking about nothing for an entire summer. We all grow up, get busy, and
eventually have to tackle real life problems. I may go months without speaking to some people, but when
we do speak, we never miss a beat. The cordiality of the conversation is never false, and the love never
wanes. Meanwhile, I have trouble remembering people’s names I met yesterday! In my experiences, if
they cannot stand the test of time, you merely associate with them.

The Money Test
If the person you called a friend needed money, a place to stay, the clothes off of your back, or a decent
meal, would you provide it for them? If you were in dire need of a loan or needed a huge favor, would
you feel comfortable asking them? We all know that we have friends who can and cannot be counted on
in certain clutch circumstances. If the intentions are pure and you aren’t hesitant, then you can consider
them friends. If this seems foreign to you, then most likely your friend is really an associate. I don’t lend
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money or anything like that for people who didn’t need or deserve the problems.

Trust
Trust is huge. This is a strong, if not THE strongest determining factor to differentiate friends from
associates. Do you feel comfortable leaving this person in your house alone? Would you give this person
the password to your email to send a time sensitive message while you’re unavailable to reach a
computer? Would you put your life in their hands in any way, shape or form? If the answer to any of these
questions is “no”, then chances are that person is an associate. The friends I have in my life, I know that I
can trust them with any and everything. No hesitation or doubt crosses my mind because they have
proven themselves throughout the time we’ve been acquainted and built enough credit for me to trust
them unconditionally. That’s a real friend.
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Chapter V: Streetztalk Origins
I loved writing at one point in my life when I was younger. I used to write short stories, I would rap (yes I
rapped), and find any way to express creativity. You see, even at an early age I was a Sci-Fi/Fantasy buff.
I was a sucker for a great story that could lift you off the plane of reality and into a fantasy world with
characters and events that will keep you on the edge of your seat and make you care. I stopped writing
when I got into high school because things like sports, girls, and schoolwork consumed that part of my
life. It wasn’t until I got into college that I rekindled my obsession with expressing my creativity. I started
doing graphics design. I taught myself how to use Photoshop, and would make flyers, booklets, random
art, and anything else that required a fancy font and your imagination. I was pretty good at one point too. I
don’t know where the passion for graphic design dwindled and the passion for writing rekindled. Maybe
events in my life showed me the way back to the “pen and pad”, but with the advent of technology, it
made rediscovering my original passion a piece of cake!

I remember when Myspace first started. It was BlackPlanet for a new generation. The features, the design,
and the functionality were an instant upgrade and made the early days of social networking transition to
the next generation. Myspace had its own blog section, where people could write about anything. I chose
to write about the randomness in my life, and my views on life. Then Facebook came through and crushed
the buildings, as we all know. Facebook had the notes feature, and I used that to write about anything that
came to mind. People suggested to me that I start a blog. I was still naive to the concept of blogs (which
being a computer science major, was embarrassing to admit). I mean I knew about blogs, but making one
for my own? Nah. I eventually caved in and thus brought the advent of Streetztalk.Net. Streetztalk
became the platform for me to write about any and every thing. My writings there led to me getting
freelance work all over the net, and eventually landing a spot in the conglomerate of writers known as
SingleBlackMale.org. We transformed that site from a personal blog into one of the prominent blogs in
our genre, and the work isn’t done yet!

In the same vein which I started Streetztalk, the idea of a book formed. I always wanted to write one, but
just didn’t know about subject matter or outlines or whatever. Then E-Books came about, and I thought
this was a perfect way to test myself to put coherent thoughts on many pieces of paper. I saw my dude Dr
J. put out a few, and got inspired even more. This is my first foray into the e-book world, and I know it
won’t be my last. I hope you’ve enjoyed what you read thus far. Let me not interrupt you any further.
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I’ve hated the notion of “staying local” my entire life. I remember being a kid, chillin on the stoop with all
my boys, for the entire summer!! Sure, we played basketball, videogames, manhunt (a classic) and every
other hood game known to man, but at the end of the day we would end up back on the stoop, talking
about nothing. Internet wasn’t big back then, shoot text messaging was considered a premium luxury, so
people were more inclined to get out the house and do something with their lives. I would always tell my
friends that I refused to be on that stoop, chillin’ around the way, forever. I wanted to have those
experiences outside of New York City. I wanted interesting conversation topics other than the latest gang
activity or teenage love drama. I’m a huge extrovert, so I desired interaction with people from other cities,
states, and countries.

Watching TV, I would see places like California, Texas, D.C., the Caribbean, London, and other places
glamorized. Although I’m aware that certain TV shows skewed and superimposed the mystique of these
places, I still craved the opportunity to go. I didn’t really start travelling heavy until I was in college. The
majority of my family was in New York at the time, and we weren’t that big on travel unless it was a
special occasion. Not to mention that my friends were extremely local! We had a mentality that being in
Queens and dating someone from Brooklyn was a long distance relationship, so there was no way a dude
would go out of state! Plus we were teenagers with light resources. Once I had my own money, a
passport, friends who shared my desire to travel, a driver’s license, and Google Maps, the world was
mine! I could finally go where I wanted and truly experience life abroad.

As I’ve traveled to different cities, states, and countries, I realized that travel experiences help shape a
person. When you experience new cultures, new ways of thinking, new methods of accomplishing goals,
you become a better-rounded individual. Sometimes, we can get caught up in our own culture and think
that there’s only one way to live. You can travel to a poor nation and realize that you have it way better
than 75% of the world. You can travel to a quaint island country, and realize that sometime, pacing
yourself is best. Everything doesn’t have to move at a New York minute pace. I can go to a different state,
and see how people from the South or West coast live as opposed to East coasters, and recognize the
regional differences that make us unique and interesting.

You can go to the Pacific Northwest and experience the wonders of organic living, and learn that rain
won’t kill you. Yup, as crazy as it seems, you don’t always need an umbrella. You can travel to Cali and
see that laid back chill persona that can calm the most intense person, and that shows that you need to
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relax sometimes. You can go to Atlanta and learn the true meaning of southern hospitality. Different
cuisines, fashions, and people make travelling domestically in the US an eye opening journey. The history
of this country, of this world, is bigger than your city or state, and visiting different areas give you a
comprehensive view which is priceless.

While I love my country, there’s NOTHING like travelling abroad. You go to a different country and
you truly see the separation of ideals, cultures, and ways of living life. I love going to the Caribbean and
seeing people who live on an island not stressing over Internet, work, or any other worries that we have
daily. They may have those concerns, but they know how to take it in stride. I love the accents! It’s so
cool to hear a foreign accent; I’m just a sucker for those. It’s also great to go to a country where your
primary language isn’t spoken. If you don’t speak and comprehend the native language, you are at a
disadvantage, but you have a great opportunity to learn. If you know the language of the land, it’s even
more interesting. As a fluent speaker of Spanish, I find it so fun to go to a Spanish speaking country and
converse with the people in their language. While I’m not lightning fast with my translations and
responses, I find that I have to change my mind set to communicate my message. Certain terms in English
don’t translate to Spanish the same way, so you run the risk of confusion. You also want to sound right to
those people, so they don’t look at you the same way Americans may look at a foreign visitor when they
speak broken English.

It’s at that moment that I understood how staying local hinders your development. There’s only so much
TV and the Internet can show you, before you have to live these experiences yourself. You can’t stay in
your particular bubble in life and expect to flourish in all areas. The world is becoming globalized.
Interaction with other nations is easier, with increased efficiency in communication. It’s much easier to
understand the mentality of those people from different states and countries if you visit and live their life,
if only for a few days. Travelling to other places will give you the greatest commodity on Earth:
Knowledge! You can speak to different topics and bring a more holistic point of view in many areas.

You can never put a price tag on life experiences. If we limit the experiences we have, we short change
ourselves on the wonders of the world! I envy those individuals who’ve been around the world, lived in
different cities, and have a plethora of passport stamps. Take if from someone who hasn’t even been to
Europe or Asia yet; when I see and speak to people who’ve travelled the world, I see a glimmer in their
eye and a knowledge about them that is admirable. You have to be open-minded to fully embrace the
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experience, but once you are there is no restriction on the knowledge you can gain!

There’s nothing like a good road trip! You pile in a car with a bunch of friends, set a destination, get your
MP3 players ready (and the gas and toll money too), and you depart! Some of the best moments of my
life have been on the road with my boys, bonding over various war stories, learning more about ourselves
through actual non-electronic communication, and always having a story to tell. Experiences in life are
best shared, and my brothers and I have redefined the road trip game! We figure out how best to
maximize resources, hit the hottest parties, meet beautiful women, and always walk away with another
chronicle in our personal travel logs. It was even better when I became an Alpha. Having frat brothers all
over the world makes it easier to find out the best times to travel to their areas, and you know that you got
friends in foreign lands. Between my frat contacts, industry contacts, and people I’ve met throughout my
life, travelling has helped me to grow and strengthen those contacts, become familiar with areas other
than my native home, and helped me grow in all areas of my life. I wouldn’t trade it for the world!

I’ve been to many places domestic and abroad and still crave more travel. More opportunities to see the
world and live my life to the fullest. Understanding the working of people in different areas has given me
a great insight into all areas of life: Finances, politics, dating, sports, philosophy, history, and other ways.
I’m thankful that I have these experiences to date, because I feel I’m a better man today for them! I don’t
know about you, but I’m not sure what awaits us in the afterlife, so I’m going to get the most of our this
life while I can! You can be the man on your block. You can be the neighborhood hero. You can grow up
in the same town, never leave, and be comfortable. The simple life is cool for some, I desired more. I
desired a complete life experience. I desired fun, entertainment, and stories that will last a lifetime. I am
glad to say I exceeded my expectations and continue to strive for new goals! Europe and Asia watch out!
I’ll be on my way soon!
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You ever notice how men will be highly critical about women regarding their bodies? We all have our
“lists” and “preferences”, but I noticed a trend in this instance. Men don’t want women who aren’t beach
compatible, want them to have super tight bodies regardless of their real life hindrances (body type,
having children, age), yet when you look at the man, their bodies are hideous. This is the ultimate
example of the pot calling the kettle black. What makes it even odder, is that I never hear women bring up
that point. They seem to accept it, and either comply or find more realistic suitors. Why should women
always be on point visually and men can look raggedy? I have a few theories on this, so let me try to talk
through it and see if I understand better:

Women aren't as visual as men so they let men slide. Men are the more visual sex, so that captures our
attention initially. Women are the ones who can look past a gut, balding, basic wardrobe, bad habits
(smoking, biting nails, and picking noses) and see you for who you are internally. This is one reason that
it baffles a lot of dudes when they see a hot woman with a middle age looking oaf who is clearly out of
her league. She might see him as funny, intelligent, and caring, while we hate and wonder who fell asleep
at the compatibility wheel.

I was watching this random Cinemax After Dark flick (stop judging), and a dude was upset because his
girlfriend (mind you, all they did was have sex and I saw nothing that resembled a relationship, but
whatever) wanted to fuck date other people. His boss told him that the reason he was hurting, was
because he was acting like a woman. He looked past her lack of intelligence and main assets (good body,
pretty, bedroom skills), and liked her for her, while she just saw a dude for the moment. He suggested that
had he thought like a man, he would’ve saw that the relationship was temporary and would be over it as
soon as it occurred. So for a man to desire a woman, who looks like a swimsuit model, while he looks like
a sumo wrestler, is fine because we are known to be visual and it’s expected.

Society dictates the importance of a woman’s body. Think about the images projected throughout the
world. Women and sexuality have been prevalent. The images and body types that we see in magazines,
movies, TV, and the Internet, all project faux realism. They make it seem like if you don’t look like a
swim suit model or a twig, that you aren’t sexy or healthy. Women will starve themselves, get all types of
surgeries, and go on super crash diets to try to attain these goals and avoid “being fat”, yet many of those
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images we see are doctored. Photoshop changed the game for a lot of these models! Airbrushing thighs,
making women seem skinnier than they are, lighting effects, and many other tactics help to promote this
fallacy of beauty throughout the world.

Now, I won’t sit here and type as if I don’t enjoy a woman who’s in shape. I just think women and men
need to be more realistic about these images and how they apply to them. It takes dedication and hard
work to get a body even close to these models. it isn’t a get fit quick scheme, where in 2 weeks you lose
20 pounds and you have a six pack. It can take months, YEARS! If that is your goal, more power to you,
but it should be your goal because you WANT to do it, not because you have to, or else you’ll end up
lonely and owning 40 cats. Not that there’s anything wrong with that!

Talking about this phenomenon in male-female interaction gives me insight into the many body
complexes that women endure. Growing up with women my entire life, it was inherently built into me to
never ask a woman her weight, joke about them gaining weight, and being very careful about how I
mention their appearance. I always thought being honest and assisting women in getting to their fitness
goal was the right move, but you have to do it tactfully and keep their feelings in mind. Not to say that
women are fragile, but between societal pressure, and male expectations, I can see how women go a little
bonkers over their image.

Women should hold men to the same standard! For all the talking I do about my requirements for a
woman, I make sure to be on point myself! I’ll go to the gym and make sure my body is right. I'll be well
groomed and take care of those intangibles. I already do that, so it’s not a problem, but I don’t believe in
demanding anything from others, that you don’t demand of yourself. Why should anyone reap the benefit
of your hard labor when they look like they don’t care? It’s contradictory and unbalanced. Fellas, if you
want a swimsuit model, then be prepared to work out right next to them in the gym. Remember, if your
partner is hotter than you, and everyone realizes it, sooner or later your partner will realize it too, and
make the power switch! Heavy is he who wears the crown! Don’t end up like Eddard Stark!
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Struggle – Lessons Learned
Since 2006, I’ve been researching fitness. I started really getting into shape in 2009 once I started going
regularly. Throughout this time, I’ve found out many things about myself, and all the information in the
world regarding nutrition and fitness. I’ve compiled a short list that summarizes my fitness journey
lessons beautifully:

#1 There is no one absolutely right answer for fitness, but there is a consensus. You have to
RESEARCH!
I’ve performed abundant research into fitness since taking it seriously 2 years ago. In my research, I’ve
found that everyone has their own views and perspectives on what it takes to get in shape and STAY in
shape. So it takes reading and listening to many different viewpoints before you can formulate your own
opinion. I review writer’s credentials, separating the ‘experts” form the “false prophets”. I look into
whether they give “one size fits all” methods, or tailor it to many different individuals. The research is
excellent because the more knowledgeable about your personal fitness, the more well equipped you are to
actually apply the research.

#2 No one method is guaranteed to work for everyone
As I stated in #1, we all have different body types and metabolisms, so no one method is guaranteed to
work for you. You have to work within principles. Know the difference between a diet and a nutrition
plan. Knowing HOW to eat right is as important as any set menu you can receive. Some people are hard
gainers who can’t put on weight, so they shouldn’t do a lot of cardio. Some people gain body fat easily, so
they need to be running and lifting weights. Once you know your body and its type, you can better attack
your fitness goals, and get in the best shape in your life.

#3 you see yourself in a worse light than the outside world
I would be lying if I said I didn't spend time looking at my body, trying to find any sign of progress.
Usually, I chastise myself in an attempt to motivate to go harder [||] in the gym. Yet, when other people
see me, they’ll make favorable comments. I'm still convinced that the mirrors in the gym are like the
funhouse mirrors at a carnival/amusement park. I knew people in college who would be ripped beyond
belief and still think they were fat!!! I thought they were crazy, yet the same could be said for me. The
best way to measure whether progress is made is by taking pictures (monthly), seeing how clothes fits
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(looser: progressed, tighter: regressed), tracking all metrics (weight, body fat, measurements, heart rate),
and asking others. The outside world will see results, good or bad, more than you. When I weighed 206
(standing at 5ft 11), I didn’t even realize until my boys told me I looked 2 months pregnant. I took
pictures of before and after and I was shocked. You never know unless you measure yourself and your
progress! Once you are content that these extra measures are necessary to track your progress, you won’t
obsess as much as me.

#4 progress takes time
I can show you a perfect way to lose 20 lbs in a weekend that doesn’t involve crack or steroids, but that
doesn't mean it would be healthy. It took me 2 months to lose 15 lbs, as 2lbs a week is the safest amount
of weight to lose weekly. Now if you’re a bigger person losing a considerable amount of weight, than
you’ll probably lose a LOT of weight early on as your body adjusts to a new nutrition plan and workout
schedule. I've tried a lot of fitness related products and methods, and I can tell you there is no one month
plan to get ripped. You have to work hard, work smart, focus, and eat right, and that body will arrive soon
enough!

#5 Get a support group
I hate waiting for other people to go to the gym. I like working on my schedule and having no one deter
my plans, so I usually go to the gym alone. I’ll meet up with people in the gym or see the regulars to work
out with them. Your competitive nature, along with the support, encouragement, and determination of
focused workout partners, will give you that extra push you won’t receive working out alone. You’ll get
suggestions on how to increase your form, variations on workouts, and you’ll build a bond with those
people, as you all are in the struggle for a better body together. If you link up with like-minded people,
you’re more likely to stick by your workout and nutrition regimen. There’s nothing like a community of
fitness forward individuals motivating each other to get into the best shape of their lives.

I’m close to my goals, but I accepted fitness as a lifestyle, which is what it will become if you do it
consistently. I’ve seen too many of my family members and friends suffer and die in some cases from
health related issues that could’ve been prevented with activity and healthy eating. There are so many
ailments that attack us that we cannot control, that we don’t need to compound things with destroying our
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own body’s with constant junk food and other toxins. I won’t speak as a hypocrite, like I don’t enjoy fried
food and treats. Remember, it’s called a treat because you don't eat it daily. Once you have the treat daily,
it’s a way of life. We need to change our way of life and get smart and fit in our lives! We GTL round
these parts, but the Tan is optional since I’m “Melanin Affluent”.

I’m going to stay focused. Hell, I’m trying to be beach ready to turn some pretty ladies heads for the
summer and beyond! Once you look good physically, getting the girl is a piece of cake. OK I’m lying. I
do want to look at myself and be pleased, and I’ve gotten there, now I just want to be the best!
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It was a Sunday in August. I was putting the finishing touches on this book, and I was sharing with the
Twitter community my thoughts on this E-book. I sent a tweet which said the following:

#TheEbook The biggest fear of writing this book is 2fold 1) That it doesn't come out like I thought 2) ppl
whose pov I respect r disappointed

I spoke with my dude Most, a fellow writer on SBM, e-book writer, and a real life friend, and he shared
with me the following quote from the radio personality Ira Glass.This quote sums up my thoughts on my
writing and the fear associated with putting out a dud, or something not up to my standards. I was literally
speechless and had nothing further to add. This said it all!

"Nobody tells this to people who are beginners, I wish someone told me. All of us who do creative work,
we get into it because we have good taste. But there is this gap. For the first couple years you make stuff,
it’s just not that good. It’s trying to be good, it has potential, but it’s not. But your taste, the thing that got
you into the game, is still killer. And your taste is why your work disappoints you. A lot of people never
get past this phase, they quit. Most people I know who do interesting, creative work went through years of
this. We know our work doesn’t have this special thing that we want it to have. We all go through this.
And if you are just starting out or you are still in this phase, you gotta know its normal and the most
important thing you can do is do a lot of work. Put yourself on a deadline so that every week you will
finish one story. It is only by going through a volume of work that you will close that gap, and your work
will be as good as your ambitions. And I took longer to figure out how to do this than anyone I’ve ever
met. It’s gonna take awhile. It’s normal to take awhile. You’ve just gotta fight your way through."

— Ira Glass
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Let me paint a picture for you: You get a woman’s phone number/bbm and you start chatting. You hit her
with all your classic lines, your charm, and she’s FEELING it! You have no doubt in your mind that you
can and will score. You set up a rendezvous with this woman, and have a wonderful evening filled with
dinner, dancing, and even a pre end-of-the-night kiss! You take her back to her house, and that awkward
moment where you don’t want to ask to come upstairs, but you hope she offers, occurs. As you put the car
in park, she looks dead into your eyes and says “if you’re feeling tired or want to chill some more, feel
free to come inside”. Like a vampire who rejoices that the curse is lifted once he receives an invitation to
enter a mortal’s house, you are elated, knowing that you have one more road to cross before experiencing
the pleasures of her warm squishy goodness. The anticipation builds, but you contain your excitement, so
you don’t look like a giddy 12 years old who got that new video game for Christmas and is ready to do
damage to his XBOX 360. You keep it cool, because you know the major victory has been achieved, and
all that was left was the consummation.

You get upstairs, and as you witnessed throughout the night, she sends you every type of nonverbal
message that says “You better not be a cake ass dude. You better rip my clothes off, throw me against this
wall, MAKE me scream your name, and give it to me right, or you are finished!” This fine specimen has
given you your marching orders. All that’s left is for you to execute. Once you get settled, and while you
two are watching TV, or chatting, you survey the situation like a pride of lions observing a herd of
gazelles on the open field, waiting for the opportune moment to strike.

You see daylight and make your move. Things are getting hot and extremely heavy! You get to the point
where clothes come off, and to enter her restricted area, you’ll need your golden ticket. We don’t stop at
the tolls; we got E-Z Passes! Right before you’re about to present your documentation for admittance to
her love factory, she hits you with the Heisman. With a look that screams “YOU gotta chill!!” she
exclaims “No, I’m not trying to do that right now”.

No? NO?!! What are you talking about?! We were right here!! Right. HERE!! How are you going to stop
me at the goal line when I’m ready to score and do my touchdown dance! This is complete B.S.! I’m out!!
These are the thoughts that permeate your mind when you get shut down by a woman. So, not wanting to
seem super pressed, or wanting to pressure her, you stop. She then looks at you like you have 7 heads,
and asks “Why did you stop?!” What’s even worse is when you tell her the obvious “Umm... because you
said stop”, she looks disheveled and confused. She’ll tell you that her no was actually a “yes keep going”
response. Women logic strikes again! I’ve encountered this situation more times that I’d like to recount,
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and tried to reason myself as to why this occurs. I’ve been in situations where No meant yes, and no
meant NO. So how do you actually tell the difference?

I would say that it has to be a gut feeling, mixed with the analysis of non-verbal communication. See, I’m
always weary of trusting intuition. As a youth, my mom ingrained the following mantra: “If a woman
says no, No means NO!!!” No matter what I thought she really meant I would stop when she says no.
There’s a difference between a verbal confirmation and physical. There will be times when things get hot
and heavy between a woman, and she might do a gentle push away or the classic “Let’s slow down”
phrase, while she’s getting increasingly aggressive, but once she says to chill, I chill! If she looks
perplexed, than you know that no meant yes.

I feel that a woman will let you know whether verbally or non-verbally whether you should stop or go,
but the woman is controlling the situation. Some women like aggressive men, but that doesn’t grant you
carte blanche to do whatever you feel based off a hunch. Women seem to say no initially because things
may be moving too fast and they need to call a 20 second timeout to reorient themselves. They might
want to say no to give the impression that it won’t be “that easy” to bed them, which is respectable
because they value perception. Sometimes, they may not have wanted things to go past a certain line.
Once you Dougie and Cat Daddy all over that line, they have to put a halt before you get your hand in the
cookie jar, or when they need you to remove said hand. Other times, they may just not be into you, and no
actually means NO! Over time, with experience, you can feel these situations out, but I always err on the
side of caution. Your boy Streetz is not built for jail in any way, shape or form! Women are complicated
when it comes to the word no, but it can actually be simplified once you know the background reasons for
their initial denial. Either way, chill before they put you on ice!
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Women are the sliest beings on the face of the Earth. For years, I’ve had many a discussion with women
(family, friends, and acquaintances), who would have me believe that in the courting process, men are the
ones who drive and initiate deceit. Men are the ones who desire to have their cake and eat it too. Well, the
best cake I’ve ever eaten was made by a woman. Women aren’t the new age pimps. They aren’t the pimps
of the future. They’ve BEEN here, and have been playing the field like championship chess, while men
are still figuring out Tic Tac Toe.

The truth is out there, you just have to pay attention, which many men inherently struggle to accomplish. I
first found this information in the Bible. Yes “the Good Book” cast an immediate indictment on women
from jump! Look no further than the story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden for the first sign that
women had a Machiavellian cunning that men could not resist:

Genesis 3:1-6
The Fall
1 Now the serpent was more crafty than any of the wild animals the LORD God had made. He said to the
woman, “Did God really say, ‘You must not eat from any tree in the garden’?”
2 The woman said to the serpent, “We may eat fruit from the trees in the garden, 3 but God did say, ‘You
must not eat fruit from the tree that is in the middle of the garden, and you must not touch it, or you will
die.’”
4 “You will not certainly die,” the serpent said to the woman. 5 “For God knows that when you eat from
it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.”
6 When the woman saw that the fruit of the tree was good for food and pleasing to the eye, and also
desirable for gaining wisdom, she took some and ate it. She also gave some to her husband, who was with
her, and he ate it.

Women hate this story because it casts them as the “fall guy” for bringing sin into the world, but I know
now that they were mad because the biblical scribes blew up their spot! As a child, I understood this
phenomenon, but didn’t fully comprehend it because I wasn’t built like that. Experiences were minimal,
and I was more concerned with figuring out how to defeat level 7s dungeon in “The Legend of Zelda”,
rather than figure out women. The truth was in plain sight, however, and little did I know that my
upcoming life experiences would confirm my suspicions.
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You see, for generations, women have operated their pimp regime under the guise of “feminine wiles”,
and “womanly discretion”. I’m convinced that these are instinctual characteristics, bestowed upon the
fairer sex at birth. While men will use more blunt/crass methods to play the field, these subtle yet
effective tactics are utilized by women with the precision of a ninja wielding a katana sword. You just
have to pay attention to the “what” to understand the “how”

Feminine Wiles
Wile is defined as:
1. A stratagem or trick intended to deceive or ensnare.
2. A disarming or seductive manner, device, or procedure
3. Trickery; cunning.

Now you know why “Wile.E.Coyote” was always using some type of trick to capture the Road Runner. It
was in his nature, just like women! This is that womanly “it” factor. This is one of the core elements that
make women, women. The way that they can send non-verbal signals to you to let you know they find
you attractive and want you to speak. I bet in the future they will discover that women have some latent
telepathic abilities, because the way they send these vibes to men, it’s like they can read our minds! The
dangerous aspect of feminine wiles is that behind this cunning demeanor lies the propensity to lure you,
tell you whatever you want to hear, and emotionally manipulate you to do her bidding. Just like those
poor sailors who swam to their deaths at the sound of the Siren’s enchanting opus, so do men foolishly
walk into situations with women and get swindled. If you read the Art of Seduction, by Robert Greene, he
illustrates real world historical examples, such as Cleopatra using her femininity and tempting looks to
driver her family out of Egypt and set it up so that she could eventually become the Empress. She knew
how to move in a room full of scarabs, and end up on top!

Think of how many dudes get placed in the friendship zone faster than you can say “but I don’t want to
be friends”. These poor bastards will buy women gifts, dinners, and anything under the sun! They will be
satisfied “being a great Bestie”, while hearing her pontificate about some asshole who’s blowing her
back out on the regular. Those dudes in the zone WISH they were that asshole and have NO clue how
they ended up as the boy/friend. How am I so sure? That asshole they hate and admire? Yeah, that was me
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a few times.

Womanly Discretion
It’s no secret that women are better liars than men. They have the discretion of a thousand secret agents.
While men will be sloppy and leave evidence lying around of their various reindeer games, women could
have 7 different lives, and men will never be the wiser. You see, women always have a failsafe. They
always have backup plans A-Z if your situation doesn’t pan out to their desire. They rarely admit to the
amount of guys they are seeing/talking to/dating, and even then they can flip definitions and semantics on
you so cleverly, you’ll give up trying to understand and just charge it to the game. If you’re in a
relationship it’s even more complicated. When women are done with relationships, they start testing the
market like free agents. They will always have the dudes waiting in the wings, ready to save women from
their failing relationship and will happily “console your soul while they palm their ass”. I was one of
those dudes waiting in the wings before. I was there to console and caress. I also ended up on the other
side of the equation. Call it karma, or history doomed to repeat when unlearned.

Nothing I said is intended to make women look egregious in any way. This is more of a salute to women,
for being able to mind-fuck and cast a veil over men’s eyes for so long. Societal standards would dictate
that women who are pimps are harlots and Jezebels who should be chastised for their nefarious actions.
The only problem is being cunning, deceptive, voluptuous, tempting, and discreet is as natural to women
as breathing is to living beings on Earth. The taboo nature of women pimps helps them to operate in
secret, under the guise of innocence and ignorance, able to deflect and reflect any charges of pimping
back on men with concrete facts. Social norms can be a gift and a curse, and you use them well. It doesn’t
help that men actually have friends who are women. We can watch our female friend’s interaction with
other men, and analyze their perspective on our own dealings with women, to get a better idea of how you
think and how easy it is for you to seduce a man at will.

There are times I think I’m in so much control of situations with women, that after writing this, I wonder
how much of that was perception, rather than reality. I must be more vigilant and make sure I analyze
women thoroughly so that I at least know the flavor of the kool-aid before getting all up in it, so to speak.
Knowing women, they’ll change the rules of the game once we learn how to play.
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11 years ago, I became a member of THE Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Incorporated. This organization,
and the dynamics brothers, friends, adversaries, rivals, and colleagues alike that I have met throughout my
time in the frat have helped to mold me into the man I am today. I learned many lessons pursuing this
organizations, being initiated, and using the life lessons I learned (prior to becoming a member & from
the knowledge and wisdom of older brothers) to impart on future generations of Alphas, my community,
and my family. One poem I learned is called “The Man Who Thinks He Can”. This poem resides in a
special place within my heart. It is what I think about when I have any doubts in my own abilities, and
manages to crush those doubts instantly every time. You need words like this at times, and reminders that
while things may not always be perfect, you can always control your mindset and focus. It serves as a
source of inspiration to me years later, and I hope it gives you the same after reading. Enjoy

The Man Who Thinks He Can
- author: Walter D. Wintle
If you think you are beaten, you are;
If you think you dare not, you don’t.
If you’d like to win, but think you can’t,
It’s almost a cinch you won’t.
If you think you’ll lose, you’re lost,
For out in the world we find
Success begins with a fellow’s will;
It’s all in the state of mind.
If you think you’re outclassed, you are;
You’ve got to think high to rise.
You’ve got to be sure of yourself before
You can ever win a prize.
Life’s battles don’t always go
To the stronger or faster man;
But soon or late the man who wins
Is the one who thinks he can.
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Sidebar: I never knew the author of this poem. We always knew it as “Author Unknown”. I did some
digging (translation: I was too lazy to type out the poem and Google’d it), and found a little info on
Walter D. Wintle. You learn something new every day, even writing a book!
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I’ve had ladies ask me repeatedly why it’s so hard for men to settle down. The single life is like a drug to
a young man who has everything going for him. Hell, it’s a drug to those that don’t and think they do!
There are so many contributing factors that lead to men chasing women before eventually slowing down.
Here’s a few points I want to touch:

The Rush
There’s a reason why men will be so persistent and on point when getting to know a woman/trying to
have sex with her, then taper off once they get what they want: The thrill. The exhilaration you feel when
you get a woman’s contact info, have a plan in your mind as to what you want to occur, and actually have
it happen! We feel the same apprehension and butterflies in our stomach when we first meet a woman that
we find attractive. No one likes rejection, but you miss 100% of the shots you don’t take. With this
knowledge, we use our talents to make something happen. Our hearts beat faster, blood pumps stronger;
we get anxious, nervous, excited, and a little scared all at once! It’s just like a sport, and some men treat it
as such.

I’m sure some studies have been conducted that show that a man’s adrenaline increases when he meets a
new woman and engages her in conversation. I know it happens to me, even if I’m not looking for
anything other than good conversation! Adrenaline can be euphoric in itself too. Think about dudes who
tell their “I broke my virginity” stories. Ask them the thoughts that ran through their minds and it’ll sound
like they were taking a test, climbing a mountain, or walking into the unknown. It can be a crazy feeling,
but we love to feel that, and want to feel that all the time. Adrenaline is a helluva drug!

Ego Boost
You ever hear married men, or men in serious relationships talk about getting women’s numbers in the
club “Just to see if I still got it”? Truth is they miss that ego boost they used to get from women who
showed interest in them. A man’s ego will love the satisfaction of bagging fine women, and will love
getting those complements. They may harbor no ill will towards their significant others, or even desire to
cheat, but a man’s stimulated ego is one of the biggest causes for relationships to end! That feeling where
a woman throws you those non verbal signals that she is yours whenever, wherever, however?! Man
listen...
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When you are with a woman for a long time, you get used to the compliments and affection they adore
you. You might even take it for granted. For men in relationships where they don’t hear it as much as they
used to, this is especially damaging and they want to rekindle that feeling of being “the man” again.
That’s why men love being single! The ability to get your ego stroked from all directions and have no
commitment to one woman is Heaven to us, until we grow out of that. Well, men never really grow out of
that, but learn to separate the real from the rest and temper their egos.

Natural Instinct
I think that men are predatory when it comes to chasing women. There’s something in our DNA that
makes us go crazy to have a woman as our own. Maybe it’s evolutionary (the desire to procreate and
continue ones species). Maybe it’s that ancient Cro-Magnon instinct of the hunter, where we see woman
as game to be hunted. Hell, we always here women proclaim how tradition dictates that men court and go
after women, so I think we are also conditioned to be the aggressors.

Keeping with this natural instinct within us, you will see many different mammals do the same thing.
Lions roll with a pride, and the Head of the pride will be getting his porn star on with all the Lionesses in
the crew! It isn’t because he’s a bad person. It’s just what the king of the lions does. That’s the part they
actually include in the director’s cut of The Lion King. I’m lying.

No Monotony
I tire of the same routine over, and over, and over again, and I despise monotony. I never want my
relationship to get stale and predictable, but that is a reality for a lot of people. Being single, you don’t
have this worry, because if things become stale with a woman, you can chuck the deuces easily and move
on to the next. Now, the monotony can be easily cured, but a lot dudes take their single life as the model
for monotony. In fact, I would say that a single life can be as monotonous as life in a relationship!

Same going out on the town and finding new women. You follow the same routine of getting her info,
selling her the best dream possible, sleeping with her, and moving on to the next chick. It might work for
a lot of dudes, but after a while that can get as boring as relationship life. The only difference is you still
have someone that loves you when it’s all said and done, yet when you’re single that’s not the case.
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New Good-Good
A wise man once said “There’s no pussy like new pussy”. I can’t explain it, but it’s just true. Now, this
doesn’t just encompass the physical characteristics of a woman’s vagina. This is the entire sex experience.
This goes hand-in-hand with the monotony issue. What if you love your significant other, but they have
become lame in the bedroom? What if they aren’t eager to try new things? What if the same old positions
and “special moves” become predictable and don’t have the same effect. Men fear this like random itches
below the belt. The single life offers the opportunity to find women who are great in bed and they can be
with them at their leisure.

It’s true that you could end up with lames living the single life, but that’s what a phone book and a dream
are for, right? You can always call up the old reliable and win. Being single, you would rather venture
into the unknown for the sake of a potential great night of sex, than be in a predictable sex life with a
known partner.

The Challenge
We love the challenge. Period. We think about these challenges like when you beat a video game that
you’ve been playing for months. You put all your time into it, overcome hurdles, and finally beat it, but
when it’s over, you feel a little sad because the ride is over, and you have to move to the next challenge.
This is a similar perspective that we have with women. We love to have that challenge. To get with
women who our boys might say is out of our league, or women who they tried to bag and failed. It goes
back to my point on the ego boost. That competitive spirit within ourselves and wanting to be the best and
be “a ladies’ man” will spur us on, and make us love that single life. Some men don’t realize that in
relationships, the challenges actually change and it’s up to you to maintain your motivation.

A final point: You ever see how the slang term for marriage is to “settle down”? In this context, it makes
monogamy and marriage, even relationships, seem like a loss. It’s like you have all these options and you
choose to “settle” on one, for better or worse. That’s a foul way to look at things. I think it’s more like
choosing the best option for you because I never like to settle. Makes you wonder if there’s more to the
thrill of the chase than what is on the surface. Maybe we have been indoctrinated to think of being single
as cool and to shun the idea of monogamy. Or maybe we make excuses for a common desire to have no
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responsibility to care for another person’s feelings equally or greater than our own. Is there an all of the
above choice?
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So you go out on dates with a charming interesting individual for a few weeks. You enjoy each other’s
company and things are going great. You pontificate to your closest friends and confidants, gushing about
your new found opportunity for love and happiness. During that conversation, like a subway train hitting
a wall at 200 miles per hour, inquiring minds ask the million dollar questions for which you and your
dating-friend person answer differently:

Paul: I’m glad you two are hitting it off! So...are you guys dating now?
Ronald: I mean...... we’re talking right now?
Samantha: Talking? We’ve been talking for a while! I think we’re dating right now.
Ron: Dating? I didn’t think we were doing all of that. We’ve been seeing each other and keeping it cool.
We aren’t in a relationship.
Sam: I didn’t say that you’re my boyfriend! I’m just saying that we’re definitely dating?
Ron: How you figure? We went on like 3 dates!
Sam: Well, 3 is enough for me!
Ron: I can’t take this sh*t anymore, I’m out!!
Sam: Wait, just like that?! Don’t leave!! I need closure bro!!

Clearly, Ron and Sam had a “difference of opinion”. This does raise an interesting question: What is the
difference between these terms? I won’t front, I’ve asked myself these questions for a while, and I don’t
even know if I have it right, but I’ll give it the old college try:

Talking to someone
This is when you exchange numbers/BBM pins/any social media contact, and you talk to each other,
getting to know one another. This can be a “friends with benefits” situation, in that grey area between
talking and seeing someone. If a man tells another man he’s talking to someone that means that he and his
love interest are in a probationary period where it could get serious, but it’s open as of now. Think of it as
the training wheels before you can ride a bike on two wheels. This can also be code men give to tell their
boys “yea, we’re fuckin, but I’m not trying to share”. Men will always let their boys know who they deal
with seriously and who is free game. If you’re talking to someone, that woman is exempt of the free
game. You in essence, designate that woman as part of your team, and trades are off the table for the
immediate future.
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Seeing Someone
If you’re “seeing someone”, you’re basically a step above talking, where people have common knowledge
that two people have a romantic relationship. There won’t be any real parameters on the relationship, it’s
just known that you two date, hang out, sex one another, and enjoy each other’s company. This stage is
when the “what are we” questions start to emerge if you’ve been “seeing each other” for an extended
period of time. During this period, there more than likely have been a few conversations about
expectations, hints dropped, fights, and other conflict between you and your “friend”. You may not
understand why this is happening, or you may know and try to act oblivious to the situation. Either way, a
decision will have to be made soon. You’ll have to meet at the crossroads eventually.

Dating
When you are dating someone, you are “seriously seeing” the person. You may have exclusivity rights,
but it’s well known that you’re one step away from being in a true relationship. You adhere to the feelings
of the other person more. You won’t commit egregious acts (in their face), and you’re building towards
stability.

In a relationship
Self explanatory. Monogamy is optional. I kid, I think.

So that’s my Streetztalk Google translation of those terms. I’m still not sure if I’m right, but it finally
makes some sense to me. A lot of relationships suffer unnecessary stress because there’s a communication
issue with titles. Men and women should be clearer about the status of whatever they’re doing, so no one
is confused, angry, or unknowing of the situation. Men and women should also be cognizant of their
relationship types, and stop fooling themselves. Don’t make a fuck buddy agreement a relationship.
Remember that you define your relationships with people. If you are in a grey area, clarify the parameters
of your relationship. If you can’t handle it, then bounce! You have no one to blame but yourself if you
remain in a purgatorial relationship with another man. Define these terms, and make sure you two are on
the same page.
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Remember The Decision? This was the public spectacle orchestrated by LeBron James and ESPN in July
2010, where he would publicly announce the team he chose to join as a free agent. He weighed the pros
and cons of all his options, and made the best decision for HIM. The way this was executed, and how he
left Cleveland, had Bron vilified and made him overnight, the most polarizing star in the NBA. Whether it
was right or wrong, the fact is that many people despised him for his actions. Men go through similar
thinking points when they date a woman and decide that it’s time to stop playing and commit. A myriad
of calculations run through the logical minds of men, and once they reach the ultimate conclusion, it’s just
a matter of “Press and Play”.

We subconsciously put women through a special “rites of passage”. I’ve had many conversations with my
boys about this topic, and we can’t seem to pinpoint how this trial of fire began. I think it starts with the
qualities we seek in a woman. We look for a special kind of women, our “fantasy woman”. We meet and
date women who may fit a majority of the profile (or hit the major aspects that we hold dear to our
hearts), and they start to grow on us. I hate to break it to you ladies, but in my experience, 75% of men
aren’t actively looking for a relationship, especially if they’re young(er). This isn’t exact, just MY
experience! However, when you go out on dates, converse for a long time, and share life experiences, you
start to ingrain yourself in a man’s life and that’s when the trial commences.

Now this isn’t a Real World-Road Rules challenge sort of situation, but deep within men’s mind life is a
sport. In this sport, you have key moments throughout the game which can lead to victory or defeat.
These pivotal moments build character and show a man that when times get rough, you are either with
them in the fell clutch of circumstance, or you refuse to enter the kitchen for fear of having a heat stroke.
Think about a time when he was down on his luck and you were there to help. Think about a major
argument where you two went at it, but respectfully. Think about that one moment where you said
something that seemed insignificant to you, but resonated with him and stayed in the back of his mind &
the bowels of his heart. These are part of the rites of passage where a man will notice these occurrences
and know that he has a good woman in front of him.

Men act more emotionally than we would like to publicize. We conceal acting emotionally with the
phrases “intuition” and “gut feeling”. We get gut feelings about many important decisions in our lives,
and about people, and in our interactions with the fairer sex, this is no different. Every relationship I
entered, I had a gut feeling that the woman was someone to hold onto. I can’t scientifically explain the
feeling. I can just articulate it to the best of my ability. I believe “sparks” are real. I’ve kissed women and
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“felt something”, to the point of stepping back and saying “whoa” in my best Keanu Reeves voice. I’ve
dated women and known this was only going to be physical and temporary. I’ve dated women and said “I
see her in my future”. It just felt right, you know? This gut feeling influence our decisions to commit.
That feeling we develop may also be love, but chill it’s got to be something different, right? RIGHT?!!

There also comes a time when men wave the white flag, say “you got me”, and decide to commit. Usually
there’s an ultimatum involved, or you just look at the landscape, weigh the pros and cons, and decide it’s
best to take your talents to Commitment City. Think about the “I aint getting any younger” speeches your
male friends make. It’s like the professional sports star that assesses his playing ability and knows it’s
time to hang up the jersey, have one more season, and ride off into the sunset. You can’t be a player
forever! You also can’t stretch out the dating but not exclusive terms of a deal with women for life.
Sooner or later, you will have to face the prospect of losing her or keeping her. That’s when you will
know in your heart whether or not it’s real. They say it’s cheaper to keep her. This is so true, because the
emotional toll you can possibly face by losing her is not worth the regret.

Secretly, smart men aspire to avoid becoming the 50 year old dude still in the club trying to get women.
We don’t want to end up alone, that’s corny! We want to sew our wild oats, experience life, and
eventually find a nice, beautiful, reliable woman to call our own. We may be apprehensive about pulling
the trigger, but no man wants to get hurt. No man wants to be a sucker. No man wants to be ridiculed or
find out that the woman they call “theirs” is not who she seems. The decision is much more complicated
than one would think. So we vet our decision, we lament, we brood, and finally we say “I give up”. I give
up on fronting to myself and to my feelings. I give up on living that facade that we show to our boys and
to the outside world. I give up trying to dodge this bullet of monogamy and marriage. It’s time to step up
and accept the challenge before me. This speech happens in every man’s mind when they find “the one”. I
don’t know where or when the speech occurs, but when it does, you know it’s time. In the end, with
business and pleasure, we want to make the smartest decision which will yield long term success.
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Men Lose On the First date
This was one of my first guest posts when I began blogging for real. I sent this to BlogXilla and the rest is
history…

When men meet women, bag the number, and set up dates, we tend to think the hard work is over. Many
guys I know don't stress preparation for the first date. We think: "What's so hard about the first date? You
show up, speak, and she'll love you, right?!" These are the same dudes who wonder why a shorty didn't
return a phone call or text from them ever again. Men commit common errors on first dates which can
end their season before opening day like torn ACL's. It may take some focus, consultation from friends,
or plain old common sense, but men must work to avoid the following symptoms of a first date fail:

Talking Too Much - Fellas, you go out on dates to have a good time, get to know an interesting young
lady, and to see if you're going to score try to chill with her again. She isn't there to INTERVIEW you.
Some dudes will sit and tell a woman their entire life story, without ever asking her one question. Then
when she finally gets a word in edgewise, you cut her off and spit another monologue! After a while, she
won't care that you drive a Benz, co-starred on an episode of PTwitty TV, or shot hoops with Obama. If
she decided to let you take her out, she's already intrigued by something about you. It's now your duty to
develop and cultivate that same intrigue on your end by letting her speak. Communication is essential on
the first date. You both need to find out about each other, so you know if shorty is a 10 or a fraction.
Conversation is a two way street, so stop swervin' in the other lane!

Lack of Home Training - If you consume your meal like kindergarten kids at recess (burping, food all
over your face, etc.), your sexiness will drop 700%. If you drove, and you’re throwing back double digit
drinks, then that means you show a lack of care for your date's safety. Not to mention that you're drunk,
which will spell doom for all you lushes, lightweights, and "drink till we throw-up" lookin' ass dudes. If
you open no doors (not even the fake reach to get the door), or show some type of chivalry, she will
know. Trust me! If you act like a douche bag to waiters, store attendants, and other people, she'll see that
and wonder if you'll act the same way to her. NOT a good look. Proper table etiquette and behaviour
demonstrate character and personality. You can pay for school but you can't buy class! (c) Jay-z

Fresh(less) 2 Def - In my opinion, clothes don't make the man, they supplement him. However, looking
whack, especially on a first date, can be catastrophic. I never claim to be a fashionista or the Louis Vitton
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Don, but you should have fashion common sense. Wearing SB Dunks and white tees to a fancy
restaurant, or rocking a 3 piece suit to the movies tell me you have a fashion sense deficiency. There's no
shame in asking opinions of your homeboys, magazines/websites, or female friends. Use your resources,
not excuses. This also includes personal hygiene, such as:
•

Smelling like a full court basketball game or as if you swam in a pool of Fahrenheit.

•

No haircut, shape-up, or shave, looking like a celebrity mug shot.

•

Breathe kickin' like Chun Li, and teeth begging for a toothbrush.

Talking About Your Ex: - Mentioning previous girlfriends elicits an immediate technical foul and
ejection from the game. No woman wants to see a man sound insecure, bitter, or jealous. Even worse,
women don't want to hear constant comparisons between them and the ex. Keep your ex in the past, and
out that conversation. It's tricky if they either ask you about your ex directly, or the "Why are you single"
question. Just keep it brief and try not to go into any detail. If the break up was either bad or recent, you
may mess around and talk greasy about her like Wayne Brady.

Going Dutch or Making Her Pay For The First Date: - If you let the woman pay for the first date, even
if she says it’s cool, you will look like a whack dude. I don't care what anyone says. It doesn't matter who
asked who out, who makes more money, or who looks better offers to pay. The man should pick up this
tab regardless, or suffer from setting the first impression of a broke, clueless dude. You can always pull a
gangsta move and split checks if you want. Ask Ms. Sex Ed how that works out for men.

Textual Intercourse - There's no bigger mood killer than constant texting during a date. We mostly live
by the text in the 21st century, but some dudes will OD. Sidekick users I'm ESPECIALLY looking at
you! Your AIM, Gchat, and Twitter page will survive if left alone for a few hours, trust me. She'll
conclude that the people you text have priority over her that night, and she'll make a mental note. In other
words, expect a handshake and/or head nod at night's end. This goes for answering phones or checking
them as well. Remember, cell phones have the time displayed (if yours doesn't, please Plaxico yourself),
so she may think you want to leave or you're disinterested. Turn off the phone or silence it to minimize
distractions. If it's THAT serious, excuse yourself, send the quick message + brb combo, and get back to
work!
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Anything I Missed - All my home girls had a different way in which men commit a first date fail. I heard
everything from "bragging about how light skin he is" to "bringing a friend on a date with him". These
were too outlandish to pass up and even crazier to post! You tell me what I missed, or what you would
add.
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When I wrote for Examiner, it helped me develop my writing skill, and get paid too! Without that site, my
writing wouldn’t be where it is today, and I wouldn’t have gained much exposure. Here’s a fun article I
wrote on Textual Intercourse, which is a term I coined and use often!
I remember hearing in college that the Communications field was the only field that constantly changed
over time (thus making it a secure field work-wise). It feels like only yesterday when people considered
adding text messaging to a phone plan "Some Baller Shit". It's now 2009 and digital communication
(Instant messaging, email, social networking) have become mainstays in the ever evolving realm of
communications. In some cases, a majority of people would prefer textual communication than the old
fashion "Phone Talk". I dig what they mean, because texting/IM offers many advantages that phone or
face-to-face conversation does not allow. Text also has its share of negatives.

Pro: Conversation Control Talking via Instant Messenger and text allows for easy conversation control.
With phone or face to face communication, dead air becomes an instant conversation killer. People may
take offense to this, or feel like you are disinterested in the topic at hand (or disinterested in speaking to
them) when sometimes you just DON'T have anything to say! Text offers you the luxury to remain silent.
A simple "Brb" will suffice and clear up any confusion. Usually, your friends attribute silence to other
occurrences on the other side of the screen and give you that pass. You can actually THINK of what you
say before you type. For example, if a significant others asks a difficult question or asks for your opinion
on a particular subject, you can actually formulate an opinion and sound intelligent then a lot of "Ums and
hmms" you would hear on the phone. This generates more efficient conversation.

CON: Incorrectly Interpreted Emotions can lead to conflict When you read anything (stories,
newspapers, etc) you hear the words in a certain tone. We're human, it's what we do. This is a BIG
problem with text conversations: Usually your preconceived notions about the tone and context of the
words you read will force you to place emotion into words that may be unwarranted. Think of this
sentence: I didn't tell her that your breathe stank. Now, depending on which word you emphasize, it can
mean 10 different things!! Say the sentence while stressing the word "YOUR" then try it with "I", and
you'll see what I mean. This had led to many an argument and misunderstanding, especially on my end.
You have to watch what you type and allow for ambiguity in interpretation (easier said than done). Be
prepared for follow questions to borderline things you type. Have a good explanation. CONFESSION: I
have dissed people online and later retracted it if they interpreted my words the way I truly meant it to
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read. It felt good to type and I sat here with a BIG smile on my face apologizing, which they couldn't see.
Felt good. I know, I know... but I'm human. SUE ME!! LMAO
PRO: Multitasking You can type a paper, watch TV, grab a bite to eat, talk to a live person, and update
your Facebook page all while texting an individual. It allows you to focus on more things without
disrupting the flow of conversation, which phone conversations may not allow to occur as seamless as
text. People assume you are performing multiple tasks, so as long as you remain diligent with your
responses and proper IM Etiquette, no misunderstandings occur.

CON: Improper IM Etiquette I'm not asking you to know the history of computing or write a thesis
paper on threaded SMS messaging, but poor IM etiquette sucks. If you leave the computer, brbs and away
messages go a long way in avoiding unnecessary headaches. I hate having a serious conversation online,
and the person disappears for 3 minutes, only to profoundly proclaim: "My bad, I stepped away".
Unacceptable. Putting up an away, changing your GChat color to red or typing "BRB" or "TTYL" takes a
second. Exceptions only for people working though. Also, you are officially a fossil if you don't know
common text language, or smilies. Asking what "LOL" means, like really? lolol!

CON: The "whoops" effect Have you ever texted (pronounced TEXT, not text-ed-ed-ed-ed!) or instant
messaged someone saying some reckless shit when suddenly, a random IM window pops up, and then
you press enter? Someone, unbeknown to them, now knows the entirety of your personal
conversation....and God FORBID it was about them!!!! :-X. You better work on your negotiation skills or
bribery style! Fellas, I've also heard too many stories from our ladies about you texting them words meant
for another chick. I'm sorry but if you do dirt, you gotta make sure you're clean. Once again,
unacceptable!

PRO: The Ability To Ignore When you don't want to speak to someone, or want to convey a message,
we have the infamous AWAY message! This has been a saviour to many people. You can popup a quick
away message and still speak to whomever you like! It beats the hell out of "ignoring calls" Also, allows
you to use the excellent excuse "I didn't get your IM, sorry"! You can also go invisible when you don't
want to speak with certain people but choose not to block them. Technology, you gotta love it!
CON: What you say WILL be used against you Well... unlike a phone conversation where what you
say can be forgotten with selective amnesia, TEXT conversations can be SAVED! Don't think your
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friends don't have at least ONE IM conversation you 2 have had saved on their computers! Be very
careful what you say because it’s easy to get caught out there!

CON: E-Thuggin My biggest issue with text conversation lies with people who thug online. Whether its
subliminal statuses, away messages, or emails, people who aren't built as thugs gain the courage to talk
greasy online, KNOWING that the same wouldn't occur face-to-face. Especially in this era, people do a
lot of trash talking online. These textual bitch moves run rampant on the World Wide Web, and as textual
conversations continue to evolve, we will deal with this issue in different shapes and forms. My advice is
to call out those e-thugs, and if you are an e-thug, take ownership of your words ad prepare to back them
up if someone wants to see you on your comments in person.

What are some of your pros/cons of textual conversation? Is talking on the phone a lost art? Let me know!
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This one was the first guest post I ever wrote for Singleblackmale.org. I still don’t remember who put me
on to this site. I want to say that I saw it in a blog roll online and immediately got hooked! In 2009, the
site needed a team of writers, and I submitted this as my demo tape. The rest is history!
When you enter a relationship, you tend to inherit different aspects of your significant other’s (SO) life:
Their hobbies, interests, families, and especially friends. Whether you get along with their friends or you
wish those hatin ass birds would flock elsewhere can’t stand them, you have to learn to coexist with those
aspects of her life for the relationship. As a single black male (c) SBM, I’ve noticed that in relationships
we tend to tolerate/coexist with our SO’s same-sex friends, while having an issue with their oppositegender amigos. If I had a dollar for every time my home girl’s BF/Husband/Special Friends had an issue
with me, I’d predict more rain in Magic City than meteorologists be rich! Let me tell you a couple of
stories to further my point:

Story #1 – So me and this shorty have been cool for a little while (few months). We’re acquaintances, not
like a lifelong friend situation. Anytime we wrote to each other on Myspace, we’d clown one another, use
NOA (names of affection – sweetheart, homie, dear, etc.), nothing serious. She sends me a Myspace
message to inform me that she’s recently started a new relationship, and her new BF doesn’t appreciate
the way I write on her wall, so she asked me to chill on the sweet talk. Mind you, it must’ve just become
official 5 minutes before the message because our conversation was flowing same way (both me and her
using NOA) up until the prior day! I told her it was all good, as this unfortunately occurs often, and I
would hit her with the block/delete/erase Facebook combo chill on writing on her wall.

Story #2 – A good friend of mine got engaged recently. I knew her for years, but never met her
boyfriend. She introduced us at a party one day. I showed him mad love, congratulated him, and wished
them the best. I’m genuinely happy for them. He seemed receptive, but I would soon learn that he fronted
something awful. I got random accounts from our friends concerning this dude using my name in vain. He
claimed that I had/have relations with his GF (I didn’t). He claimed that we end up in the same places
because we set it up that way and not by coincidence. One of my peoples even told me to stop talking to
my home girl because dude would ice-grill me anytime I speak to her. I didn’t think it was that serious,
but I took my people’s advice and chilled, because I have terminal allergic reactions to drama and I
want NO individual to Jasmine Sullivan my car!
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I’ve asked my close lady friends on many occasions whether they thought I gave off a player/homewrecker aura, because it baffled me how consistent this occurred. From speaking with them, and through
my observations, I’ve determined 5 reasons why this may happen to single dudes or dudes in general,
when faced with this situation:

You’re attractive and her BF “hears the footsteps” – Women tell me that having attractive, successful,
single men as platonic friends doesn’t always fly with their boyfriends. Men always keep their eyes open
for dudes who claim to be cool with their shorty’s because that’s how WE got our shorty to begin
with! we assume the “friend” has ulterior motives. Insecurity also plays a role here. A dude who sees that
another man, whose friends with his GF, excels or surpasses him in areas he lacks, may feel pressure and
think: “If I see this, then I know SHE does. I have to eliminate the competition!” He’ll start asserting
himself, make demands for interaction to cease or slow down, and push the envelope to see how much he
can eliminate you from his shorty’s life.

She told him SOMETHING – I don’t know what she said to her BF, but your home girl told her
boyfriend something about you that makes him think of you as a threat. She may have dreamt about you,
praised a recent accomplishment, or commented on your popularity with the ladies. Either way, she said
something to make him wonder. One of my friends had an ex who years before they got together, told her
boyfriend that she only found one person attractive on our yard: Him. This set off a chain of events that
led to a break-up and my dude ending up as boyfriend #1.

She hangs with male friends often – Many guys can’t understand how women can have boyfriends and
still chill with guys. We feel that a woman’s boyfriend should suffice for all needs, whether it’s
recreational, sexual, intellectual, or spiritual. We don’t want to hang with our SOs 24/7, but that doesn’t
mean we want other men (friends or otherwise) to hang with our shorty's either! If anytime you want to
go out with your girl, and she replies “oh not today I have boxing with ______” or “Me and _______ are
doing lunch today. Next time boo!”, this will eventually start raising red flags, and these calls, once
reviewed, are sure to be overturn!

Prior history – Many platonic friendships between men and women birth from an attraction from one or
both parties. You may have tried to holla, and it didn’t work out, so you gladly accept the friendship zone.
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You could develop relationships from having friends in common. You could’ve even messed around
once. Either way, prior history of attraction holds the same weight as Rockefeller drug laws and it makes
her friend guilty until proven innocent. Women love to use the phrase “I used to like him but he’s my
friend now”, and act like that’s normal! The friendship zone is like the speeding limit: Yea it’s a rule to
follow, but 75% of people speed anyway, switch lanes without signaling, and slow down when they see
police. They don’t do this maliciously; they do it because it’s normal through culture. Pushing the
envelope on a friendship based on attraction is normal human interaction, but remember that the
difference between 65 and 100 mph is 2-5 seconds, so drive safe. Watch out for those STUPID speeding
traffic lights too (I’m looking at YOU Connecticut Ave and Montgomery County, MD!)

She confides in the friend - Men hate when their girlfriends have male friends in which they confided.
They feel like dudes can’t objectively critique situations without some type of plan to eventually hit off
their chick! They also fear that dudes will tell their women friends when their man is full of it and all the
so-called secrets *cough Steve Harvey cough* Men also feel like their GF’s shouldn’t converse about
their problems with another dude, especially if the man knows him, because it’s inappropriate. Yes, they
may have female friends advising also, “so what”? Men for the most part will recognize that they have
these male friends, but men will always keep an eye on the situation just in case.

At the end of the day, I respect relationships and I try not to step on toes. I don’t disrespect my female
friends or their boyfriends, and I remain mindful of my words and actions, and the perceptions they may
carry. It’s tough to take all those precautions and still have dudes claim that I’m no good. I can’t live my
life for others, or in fear of what my every move will mean to the next man’s situation. Anger leads to
hate. Hate leads to fear. Fear leads to insecurity, and insecurity can push your SO right into the hands of
another dude (but that’s a different blog!).

Ladies, am I right? Fellas, are women worse in this position? Is the man justified to have her friends cut
off her male friends? Am I just a closet dirt bag that needs to have no friends with vaginas? Let’s speak
on it!
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In addition to SBM, and Streetztalk, I also do guest posts on Bitchielife.com. Necole let me live and I
dropped some good blogs there. The readership over there is passionate for real. This one is my favorite.
There is no doubt that we encounter both positive and negative experiences throughout our relationship
journeys. When we encounter the positive, we may tip our cap, respectfully bow and acknowledge that it
made us better. When it’s negative, we are quick to throw shade, shit on our former lovers, and dismiss
their affect on us as outliners to the normal statistical evidence of our lives. Well, I’m here with a quick
reality check: Past lovers teach us, and teach us well. Just like every other experience in our life, they
have the same impact (generally speaking), on our current lovers and cuff buddies.

Former lovers and relationships made the partners that you have today
You know that thing that your girl does to you that curls your toes and has you screaming like a primary
school girl in Japanese anime? Well, I hate to break it to you, but she didn’t learn that from you! Ladies,
you know how your man doesn’t need to be nagged told to keep the toilet seat down? He went through
nagging in a prior relationship so bad he decided listening made more sense for his sanity. I used to joke
with my boys saying that some dudes should genuflect at my feet because their girlfriends don’t do the
“normal annoying girlfriend shit” because of prior experiences with me. Ladies, how many times do you
tell your girlfriends, “I’m just making him better for the next chick.” As much as I hate to admit it, you
are 100 percent accurate in your assessment. When you meet someone, they are a mix tape comprised of
their former relationships and interactions with the opposite sex. You have some original experiences,
some remixed and remastered situations that they’ve seen and heard before, and freestyles off the top of
their head showing raw talent. They even have a few guest features: Outside friends’ advice, people with
which they had affairs, threesomes, etc. (third-person perspectives on their love life). This compilation
before you, for better or worse is whom you ultimately witness when you meet a potential lover. Both you
and the lover have to realize that you are a work in progress and have been worked and molded by past
lovers. So those people should be heralded for their part in your life, no matter how you feel about them.
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Whether bad or good, every past relationship has taught you a valuable lesson and upgraded you.
I love role-playing games. When I was younger, and had more time to invest in them, I would go ham on
a Final Fantasy, Chrono Trigger or XenoGears type of game. It was, in essence, the true definition of roleplaying. You assumed the identity of a hero or set of heroes, and traveled the world to vanquish evil.
Along the way, you gained experience points. These were a numeric representation of the lessons that you
learned throughout the game and the wisdom earned from all your encounters. When you get a certain
number of experience points, you are able to level up and gain new skills, spells and abilities. Dating is no
different from the role-playing model. We have all had the ex who did us dirty. We’ve had the “right
place, wrong time” person. We’ve had the friend-who-just-wasn’t-meant-to-be-more-than-a-friend
experiences and we’ve had summer flings. You’ve had exes who put you up on game. They might have
showed you proper restaurant etiquette, taught you how to manage finances, etc. They might have cheated
on you for years, hit you, or treated you dirty. This taught you what to look for in an individual that raises
red flags. At times, I cursed certain bad experiences I had in my life with women, and wished we never
met at all. Carl Thomas. As I reflect on those situations, I realize that they gave me a perspective with
which I write to you today. They made me more cautious and opened my eyes to the fuckery that occurs.
It helped me to recognize the shady, know when things aren’t kosher, and also know my true preferences.
They also taught me what I do wrong with women and how I needed to change to truly be a man and not
a boy in relationships and in my dealings with women, in general.

You see, I believe life experiences, and how we react to them, are definitions of the lives we lead. Martin
Luther King Jr. said, “The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and
convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy.” This measurement of man is
how we define ourselves in future relationships so don’t shun those teachings. Yeezy taught you well, so
aspire to become the teacher and gain tenure in relationships.
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I looked up at the calendar and realized that it was August. I’ve had the idea for an E-Book since March
and really implemented it after conversations with friends and fellow writers. The thing about me is that I
can get sidetracked with new projects quickly. Things at my day job could pick up, I could get a new
video game, find a new book to read, or find another passion to explore. I also write off of inspiration.
Writer’s block is a nightmare, and I like to get inspired so that I can write at my best. The only issue with
that is, I can’t control when or how I get inspired, I just do.

What inspired me to get off my butt and finish this book; Other writers. I love seeing other people’s work,
and when it’s good, it makes me do better. When my peers can put out an E-Book having as many
commitments if not more on their plate, it makes me look in the mirror and yell “stop bitching!!!” It took
a few months and a few inspirational circumstances, but I got it done.

I had like 7 titles for this book. The way I landed on “The fly on the wall” was funny. Whenever I told
people I was in the process of making an E-Book they’d ask the dreaded question “what is it about?”
Then I had to sit there and actually think and give them a response! Talking with a few people I said the
following “I’m having a conversation with the reader, on topics that interest me. I want them to sound
interesting to the reader, almost as if they were a fly on the wall, listening to my most candid messages.
Free of filters, bias, and preconceived notions”. That’s when it clicked, and that’s when it became easier
to write and finish this book.

I don’t know the actual direction I want this book to go. I was less concerned with design and more
concerned with reader experience. I want you to read this like a free form conversation. I want you to
listen in to what I say, and not be bored or feel like the material is monotonous. I want you to have fun!
Some people say they don’t care what others think and they just write to write. That’s bullshit! Everyone
wants to be heralded for their work, and wants to be better. I just like writing and challenging myself, two
things that this book has most certainly done! I want you to see where I was going, even if I still don’t
know my destination. I rely on you to be my GPS through these e-book streets. Hope we navigate through
more books together in the future!

...You do know the Fly on the Wall is you right? OK, Just checking...
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First and foremost, before I thank anyone, I want to thank God the father, and his son Jesus Christ. I’m far
from a holy roller, but my beliefs are strong. I’ve been guided by faith for my entire life, even when I lost
faith. I’ve gained guidance and love throughout my spiritual relationship, and it would behoove me to
give that proper credit to the man upstairs and his peoples!

Thank you to my family. They have been a core influence and support system for me, and I wouldn’t be
the person I am today without their influence in my life. Family is somewhat neglected at times, but the
term “blood is thicker than water” reigns supreme with our clan!

Thank you to everyone who ever suggested I should write my own blog, when I wrote struggle notes on
Facebook and Myspace. I didn’t think it was that serious, and years later, I'm glad I was wrong!

Thank You Mike Brown the Remix - I saw you come up and saw you tackle this entertainment game
from grass roots to today. You helped put me on to this blogging game, and showed me the lane to go.
I’ve been speeding ever since!

Salute to the Single Black Male Dot Org team! Thank you SBM for the opportunity to write for the blog!
Jax for proving me right and inspiring me. The Book of Jackson isn’t a gimmick bro, it’s a lifestyle! Slim
you inspire me to keep going with this writing when I'm ready to say eff it! Most a great friend and great
writer. Ladies love you’re writing so much, fuck you! lol! WIM the presidential pedigree is evident fam.
You were a great addition to the team! RCLS you made it do what it does for mad summers. Salute to a
great run. Our team is strong, and the potential is even stronger. I’ll go to war for you any day!

Shout to the Set List & HnF family. We’ve grown to be associates and friends. You all are cool as shit
man! I thought I knew the definition of swindle before, but some of the movements we’ve made to get
around those pesky RSVP’s... but I’m chillin though!

Shout to Blogxilla and Necole Bitchie for giving a brother the chance to write for your blogs and
strengthen my writing skill. I developed my brand and got valuable experience in one shot, so know that
I’m humbled and thankful!

Respectful bows to Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Incorporated! Still one of the best decisions I’ve made in
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my life. You were the gateway to my greatness. The school for the better making of men! Some of my
closest friends came from this brotherhood. You are appreciated.

Queens, no need to stand because we NEVER sat down! NYC you are my heart! Queens/Shady Vill is
part of my DNA for life!

Anyone I ever went to school with, and coworkers. I probably spent more time with you all than my own
family, so the experiences that have made me, include you. For all negatives and positive experiences,
they all made me the person typing this thank you. I tip my cap to life experiences.

R.I.P Mike and Nia - We won’t forget and always keep you close.
R.I.P Ruby - Love you Grandma! You’re breakfast cooking skills are still top 5!
R.I.P Dad - Thank you for being the role model I needed. I hope I made you proud to this point.

I’m not done yet!!
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